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SOLWISE PRICES FOR NON GEOGRAPHIC SERVICES.
These numbers all begin '08XX' are called non-geographic because they can be 'pointed at' any existing UK telephone number.
The number is not installed as a new line like standard telephone numbers, but is allocated to a user for use in marketing campaigns
and other promotional events.
The user then tells Solwise which of their existing numbers the non-geographic number is to be 'pointed at'.
If a customer is routing their existing telephone calls via the Solwise service there is no setting up charge or monthly
rental for these Non-Geographic numbers. If these numbers are supplied as a 'stand alone' service and no call data is
required, then the service is also free.
If 0845 or 0870 numbers are supplied as a stand alone service and call data is required, then there is a monthly rental of £7
for the first number and £2 for each additional number.
0800 & 0808 numbers are used to encourage customers to contact a business or to 'make that call'. The caller pays nothing
(freefone) and the business receiving the call pays for the call. The cost to receive the call depends on whether the call is 'pointed
at' a land line or a mobile.
0845 numbers cost the caller the local rate at all times from anywhere in the UK, and the company receiving the call
pays nothing provided the call is received on a land line.
If a company moves, or wants to change the number the non-geographic is 'pointing at' then this can be
done with around 6 working hours notice.
Specialist services including routing of call to different destination numbers depending where or when the
originating calls is made are also available - please ask for details.
It is also possible to route calls made to these non-geographic numbers to mobiles, international destinations, etc.
Please ask for details if this is required.

Non Geographic number type
Freecall 0800/0808 to land line number
Local Call 0845
Local Call 0845 to Voda, O2, Orange, TMobile
National Call 0870
National Plus 0871

Tariff name for reference
Solwise Freecall 0808
Solwise Local Call 0845
Solwise Local call 0845 to main
mobile network
Solwise National Call 0870
Solwise National Plus 0871

Prices charged to customer by Solwise to
receive the call (per minute).
Day
Eve
W/end
3.9p
0.00

3.9p
0.00

3.9p
0.00

18p
-1.00
-1.80

18p
-0.45
-2.30

18p
0.00
-2.50

There may be a small annual charge for some 0845 numbers if routed to international destinations or to a mobile.
Absolute minimum of 15 minutes per quarter to be routed for number to be maintained.
Rebates to 0870 numbers will END in December 2007.
0871 numbers will convert to premium rate in December 2007
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